
59% of employees prefer ‘work-from-anywhere’ 
setups. SaaS CMMS can help you offer that by 
facilitating anytime, anywhere access to your asset 
management and monitoring databases. 

Anytime, anywhere access

Considering a move to the cloud too?

Here’s what you can expect

The SaaS market will reach $623 billion by 2023. 
The two key drivers for this growth — flexibility and 
accessibility delivered by the cloud — will help you 
easily upgrade your CMMS, delete users, automate 
access control, and much more.

Unprecedented flexibility and accessibility

Adopting a SaaS-based CMMS secures your data 
with end-to-end encryption. This is why 48% of 
organizations already trust cloud for storing their 
most sensitive and confidential data.

Intelligent data security 

66% of enterprises have witnessed a rise in 
maintenance costs in the post-pandemic era. By 
offering subscription-based models, cloud migrations 
can reduce your expenses by 59%.

Reduced costs 

Instant information recovery  
70% of organizations are expected to rely solely on 
cloud-based solution by 2023. This comes as little surprise 
considering cloud-based regular backups can prevent 
service outages before they affect your operations.

Streamlining maintenance management keeps 29% 
of enterprises preoccupied. Switching to SaaS 
CMMS can enhance collaboration and operational 
efficiency while considerably reducing turnaround.

Seamless collaboration 

76% of enterprises practice preventive maintenance. 
SaaS CMMS can support that by providing real-time 
status of your operations and assets. 

Real-time visibility

Enterprises that have a mature cloud positioning realize 
12% improvement to their bottom line. SaaS-based 
CMMS solutions are a key aspect for asset-intensive 
organizations in realizing this ROIC through 
disruption-proof asset maintenance strategies.

Disruption-proof ROI

Download the whitepaper now

Interested in unlocking these benefits for your organization? 
Read TMA Systems’ whitepaper, “To Cloud or Not to Cloud: Putting the 

Maintenance Management Debate to Rest” to learn more about the 
advantages of SaaS migration.
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Ways SaaS CMMS
Can Help You Ace Your
Maintenance Management Game

52%
of facility managers rely on computerized maintenance 
management systems (CMMS) to handle their maintenance 
operations. With the increased pace of digitization, enterprises have 
adopted cloud-based SaaS CMMS to enhance their maintenance 

capabilities and reduce overhead. This evolution and growth within the software facility 
management industry is unprecedented and expected to reach $87.13 billion by 2027.

Empowering facilities management teams with powerful asset maintenance and 
management solutions.

TMA Systems provides facilities and asset management solutions that can be easily 
configured to your needs (CMMS, EAM, or IWMS). For more than 30 years, TMA has 
provided reliable, intelligent, and trusted software solutions that help facility 
executives deliver value by reducing downtime, increasing maintenance productivity, 
improving equipment reliability, and saving money.
 
Our flagship solution WebTMA provides all the functionality you need to manage and 
maintain your capital assets while optimizing maintenance team productivity.

RELIABLE. INNOVATIVE. TRUSTED.


